intelligence, artificial immune systems, membrane computing and amorphous computing [14] [19] . The common aim of all these concepts is solving complex problems.
The aim of the simulation and emulation of nature in computers is to test biological theories, and provide models that can be used to facilitate biological discovery. Moreover, these models can potentially be used for computer aided design of artificial biological systems.
Systems biology provides theoretical tools to model complex interactions in biological systems [12] . Design principles of biological circuits have been translated into mathematical models. These design models find their practical application in synthetic biology in general, and cellular computer especially. The different areas of natural computing clearly influence each other.
A breakthrough in the modeling and synthesis of natural patterns and structures was the recognition that nature is fractal [14] . A fractal is a group of shapes that describes irregular and fragmented patterns in nature, different from Euclidean geometric forms [20] .
Other mathematical systems, as cellular automata, are both inspired by nature and can be used to modulate nature in silico, as some biological processes occur, or can be simulated, by them such as shell growth and patterns, neurons and fibroblast interaction [21] [22]. Another computational model of nature is the Lindenmayersystem (or L-system), which is used to model the growth process of plant development [23] . A major step towards the creation of artificial life was recently achieved by Karr et al [24] . This group reports a whole-cell computational model of the life cycle of the human pathogen Mycoplasma genitalium that includes all of its molecular components and their interactions. This model provides new insight into the in vivo rates of protein-DNA association and an inverse relationship between the durations of DNA replication initiation and replication. Moreover, model predictions led to experiments which identified previously undetected kinetic parameters and biological functions.
Engineering ideas behind silicon computers can be applied to engineering with natural materials in order to gain control over biological systems. This concept started to emerge in the 1960s when Sugita published ground breaking theoretical work where he performed a functional analysis of chemical systems in vivo using a logical circuit equivalent [25] [26] . He discussed the idea of a molecular automaton, the molecular biological interpretation of the self-reproducing automata theory, and the chemico-physical interpretation of information in biological systems [27] [28] . Sugita made analogies between an enzymatic cascade and logic, values and concentrations, and interactions and circuit wires.
The emerging field of synthetic biology has contributed with novel engineering concepts for biological systems [29] [30]. The development of standardized biological parts has been a major task in synthetic biology, which led among other things to the open MIT Registry of Standard Biological Parts, and the BIOFAB DNA tool kit [30] [31] [32] . Another engineering principle, abstraction hierarchy, deals with the question of how standardized parts build a complex system. Systems (systemics) are another important engineering paradigm dealing with complexity [9] [33] . A system is a set of interacting or independent components forming an integrated whole. Common characteristics of a system are: components, behaviors and interconnectivity. Systems have a structure defined by components. Systems behavior involves input, processing and output of data. Behavior can be described with terms such as self-organizing, dynamic, static, chaotic, strange attractor, adaptive. Systems have interconnectivity. This means that the parts of the system have functional as well as structural relationships between each other. This kind of thinking represents a move form molecular to modular biology [34] . The challenge is to define the hierarchical abstraction for such a modular system for biocomputers, and finally actually build such a system.
A breakthrough paper was published in 1994 by Leonard Adleman [35] . For the first time a biocomputer, based on DNA, was built. This system was able to solve a complex, combinatorial mathematical problem, the directed Hamiltonian path problem. This problem is in principle similar to the following: Imagine you wish to visit 7 cities connected by a set of roads. How can you do this by stopping in each city only once? The solution of this problem, a directed graph was encoded in molecules of DNA. Standard protocols and enzymes were used to perform the "operations" of the computation. Other papers using DNA computing for solving mathematical problems followed [36] . Adelman's paper basically kick started the field of biological computers (reviewed in [17] [18] [37] [38] [39] ).
Biological parts as system components for biocomputers
A system consists of defined components. In order to build a biocomputer system, we need to identify these components and standardize them. Although important work is done in synthetic biology in respect to part standardization in general, for biocomputer parts this work is so far rudimentary. Thus, we will try in the following to identify and classify them. Such standardized biological parts suitable for computing can be found all along the line of the central dogma of biology: DNA, RNA, protein, and cells (Table 1 to 4). A platonic idea is an archetype, a blueprint, the essence of various phenomena of the same thing. Systemics and systems biology are such ideas, describing data processing systems in nature in terms of mathematics and formal logic. Systemic ideas have been used as a blueprint for silicon computing. Ideas derived from the observation of nature have also inspired computer models of nature. Engineering ideas behind silicon computer (such as standardized parts, switches, logic gates, input /output device, arithmetic logic unit, control unit, memory, and busses) have been used by synthetic biologists to build computers with biological parts, with the ultimate goal to control data processing in nature.
The natural function of DNA is to store hereditary information and regulate the expression of this information [40] . Following the Adelman paper a wide range of DNA properties suitable for computing were explored. DNA may serve either as a principal structural component, or as a mediator that arranges tethered ligands or particles [40] .
Structural properties of the DNA as the order of nucleotides, recombinational behaviors, self-assembly due to Watson-Crick base paring and storage of free energy have been used for different aspects of computational systems (see Table 1 ). DNA recombination: Recombinational DNA behavior, allowed by specified classes of enzymatic activities, has been described in terms of the formal language theory, a branch of theoretical computer science [46] . The associated language consists of strings of symbols that represent the primary structures of the DNA molecules that may potentially arise from the original set of DNA molecules under the given enzymatic activities. Moreover, DNA recombination has been used to [47] solve a mathematical problem: sorting a stack of distinct objects (genetic elements) into proper order and orientation (sitespecific DNA recombination) using the minimum number of manipulations [47] .
Self-assembly: DNA can self-assemble through Watson-Crick base pairing to produce an arrangement of tiles (shapes) that covers the plane [48] . Computation by tiling is universal, because tiles and matching rules can be designed so that the tilings formed, correspond to a simulation of that device [49] . Thus, macroscopic self-assembly of different DNA-based tiles can be used to perform DNA-based computation. This was e.g. demonstrated by building a onedimensional algorithmic self-assembly of DNA triple-crossover molecules that can be used to execute four steps of a logical XOR (if either input 1 or input 2 is true (1), so output true; if all input are false (0) or all input are true, so output false) operation on a string of binary bits [50] . Chemically, the value of a tile, 0 or 1, is denoted by the presence of a restriction site (eg Pvu II represents 0, false and EcoR V represents 1, true). Each molecular tile contains a reporter strand in order to extract the answer after self-assembly occurred. The answer produces a barcode display on an analytic gel. This system is static as self-assemble results into prescribed target structures.
However it is also possible to engineer transient system dynamics such as in self-assembly pathways. It has been shown that it is possible to program diverse molecular self-assembly and disassembly pathways using a 'reaction graph' abstraction to specify complementarity relationships between modular domains in a versatile DNA hairpin motif [51] . Programming of functions such as a catalytic circuit, nucleated dendritic growth, and autonomous locomotion were achieved with this approach. Moreover, even something sophisticated such as barcodes have been engineered from self-assembled DNA [52] .
Free energy stored in DNA: The hydrolysis of the DNA backbone and strand hybridization, are spontaneous because they are driven by the potential free energy stored in DNA itself. A molecular computer using these operations may, in principle, be fueled by its DNA input. Thus it is possible to use the potential energy of a DNA input molecule to drive molecular computation [40] [53] [54] .
As mentioned, another way DNA may function in biocomputers is as a mediator that arranges tethered ligands or particles [40] .
Transcriptional regulatory circuits: A cell senses its environment and calculates the amount of protein it needs for it various functions. This information processing is done by transcription networks. These networks, a major study object of systems biology, often contain recurring network topologies called 'motifs' [55] [72] . Transcriptional regulatory circuits can be seen as an analog to electronic circuits. Data input, data processing and data output is an abstraction found in both circuit types. Transcriptional circuits have chemicals as an input. Data processing happens as functional clusters of genes impact each other's expression through inducible transcription factors and cis-regulatory elements. The output is e.g. proteins. Diverse computational functions (see below) have been engineered through changes in circuit connectivity [73] .
Transcription factors: Trigger-controlled transcription factors, which independently control gene expression, have been used as part of the processing unit in a programmable single-cell mammalian biocomputer [74] . Artificial Cys(2)-His(2) zinc finger transcription factors specifically bind different DNA sequences and thus provide components for designing of regulatory networks [75] .
Combinatorial promoters: Promoters control the expression of genes in response to one or more transcription factors. Rules for programming gene expression with combinatorial promoters have been identified [76] . This opens the option to engineer a wide range of logic functions. Both Boolean and non-Boolean logic is possible as the concentration of regulators is not necessary binary. As an example, a combinatorial promoter has been engineered, which expresses an effector gene only when the combined activity of two internal input promoters is high [77] .
Enzymatic machinery for DNA manipulation: Novel cleavage specificities have been designed by combining adapter oligodeoxynucleotide and enzyme moieties [78] . Moreover, functional higher-order nucleic acid complexes can be built from modular motifs such as aptamers (a DNA molecule that specifically binds a small molecule or biomolecule), aptazymes (a DNA molecule that is comprised of an aptamer domain fused to a catalytic domain) and deoxyribozymes (DNAzymes, a DNA molecule with catalytic properties) [79] . This kind of design results in highly programmable, smart complexes, which enable engineering beyond conventional genetic manipulation. In line with this, a DNA-based computational platform has been constructed that uses a library of deoxyribozymes, and their substrates, for the input-guided dynamic assembly of a universal set of logic gates and a half-adder/half-subtractor system [80] .
Dynamic constructs formed by DNA: Furthermore, DNA can be used to engineer dynamic constructs such as molecular switches and oscillating molecular machines (see below).
Another promising approach for building biocomputers uses RNA molecules and RNA-based regulation [81] . RNA editing, the modification of RNA sequences, can be viewed as a computational process [37] . Moreover, RNA is involved in regulatory networks, which have been described as normal forms of logic function in the form of: input, logic gate and output [81] siRNA: Small interfering RNAs (siRNA) are a class of short RNAs that stimulate post-transcriptional gene silencing through the RNA interference (RNAi) pathway in higher eukaryotes [85] . RNAi has been used to construct a synthetic gene network that implements general Boolean logic to make decisions based on endogenous molecular inputs [98] [97]. The state of an endogenous input was encoded by the presence or absence of 'mediator' small interfering RNAs (siRNAs).
The biological microprocessor
Programmable DNA/RNA editing: Recently, a new kind of endonuclease has been discovered which can potentially play an interesting role in the design of biocomputers. This endonuclease is the CRISPR (Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) associated Cas9 [99] . Cas9 forms a complex with dualRNAs. The RNA sequence defines a site-specific DNA binding of this complex. This results dsDNA cleavage. This system has a potential for RNA-programmable genome editing. Another RNAediting platform has been developed by using the bacterial CRISPR pathway [100] . This enables predictable programming of gene expression.
Protein based logic systems have been generated in vitro [101] . Furthermore, recent studies have developed strategies for protein synthetic biology in vivo [102] . Proteins play both as input and output signals a crucial role in the information processing in the cell. Moreover, logic can also be implemented by the regulation of protein functions governing the production, destruction, localization, and activities of biochemical molecules [102] [103] (Table 3) .
Enzymes: We have already discussed some roles of enzymes in biocomputing e.g. in DNA manipulation. Another interesting concept for engineering an in vitro protein-based logic system is based on input and output of enzymatic reactions [104] [105] [106] [107]. Different enzymes were used alone or coupled to construct different logic gates. The added substrates for the respective enzymes, act as the gate inputs, while products of the enzymatic reaction are the output signals that follow the operation of the gates.
Transactivator/transrepressor: Transcription control in mammalian cells can be enabled by logic gates [74] . It has been shown, that chimeric promoters containing operators specific for up to three different transactivators/transrepressor enable NOT and AND-type regulation profiles with three molecular intervention levels [108] .
Chemically inducible dimerization (CID): In CID systems, a small molecule induces the dimerization of two different proteins, producing a ternary complex [101] . Such a system has been used to engineer a transcriptional logic device [109] . A major drawback of many engineered logic circuits is that they require minutes to hours to execute their logic functions due to the long processing time of the transcription and translation machinery [101] . Non genetic circuit devices based on CID might be able to overcome this obstacle. Such a rapid logic device has been built by Miyamoto et al [110] . Boolean logic gates were synthesized by using two chemical inputs. These gates produced output signals such as fluorescence and membrane ruffling on a timescale of seconds.
Inter cellular signaling can be used to build logic into biological systems. An interesting aspect lies in compartmentalization of the circuit where all basic logic gates are implemented in independent single cells that can then be cultured together to perform complex logic functions [111] . Such systems are possible in a wide variety of settings. Examples are cell to cell communication in bacteria by quorum sensing and artificial neural networks (Table 4) .
Quorum sensing: Quorum sensing is a system used by many species of bacteria to coordinate gene expression according to their population density. A simple genetic circuit has been combined with quorum sensing to produce more complex computations in space [112] . Biological neural networks: Biological neural networks are composed of circuits of biological neurons. This has not to be confused with the artificial neural networks we described above, which are programming constructs that mimic the properties of biological neurons. Biological neurons have been used to engineer logic gates [113] [114].
A biological microprocessor
We now move from system components to the complete biocomputer system, and define the general purpose silicon computer system as a template for biocomputers. Such a template consists of four units: the input and output device (I/O), the arithmetic logic unit, the control unit and the memory (Figure 2) [115].
The first three units collectively build the central processing unit (CPU), typically constructed on a single integrated circuit called a microprocessor. The control unit coordinates the various system components. It decodes the program instructions, and transforms them into control signals, which activate other system parts. This finally results in a change of the system state. Historically the control unit was defined as a distinct part, whereas in modern design this unit is an internal part of the CPU. Busses (often made of groups of wires) interconnect these units. Each unit contains a huge number of small electrical circuits. Switches can turn these circuits on (1) or off (0). A logic gate can perform a logic operation on one or more of such logic inputs and produce a single logic output. Thus, basic elements of any biocomputer unit are switches and logic gates.
As discussed the basic function of a switch is to produce an on or off state. Such switches have been engineered based on transcription regulation, artificial DNA, or RNA.
The DNA based type can either be based on a gene regulatory circuit or on DNA molecule properties. The toggle switch, a synthetic, bistable gene-regulatory network in Escherichia coli, belongs to the first category [116] . This toggle switch is a quite famous one, published in a landmark paper, which helped to kickstart synthetic biology. The toggle is constructed from two repressible promoters, such as that repressor 1 inhibits transcription from promoter 1 and is induced by inducer 1, whereas repressor 2 inhibits transcription from promoter 2 and is induced by inducer 2. The switch can take two stable states, if the inducers are absent: one in which promoter 1 transcribes repressor 2, and one in which promoter 2 transcribe repressor 1. The switch is flipped between these stable states by transient chemical or thermal induction of the currently active repressor. All together, the toggle switch forms an addressable cellular memory unit.
Another type of switch, called I-switch, an artificial DNA nanodevice, that has cytosine-rich regions, which act as a sensor for chemical input in the form of protons and functions as a pH sensor based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) inside living cells. [117] . The I-switch consists of three oligonucleotides, where two with single stranded overhangs are hybridized onto the adjacent third. At acid conditions these overhangs are protonated, leading to a closed conformation with high FRET. This switch was used to map spatial and temporal pH changes during endosome maturation. These experiments demonstrate the potential of DNA scaffolds responsive to triggers in living cells. These principles might be applied to switches in DNA or RNA scaffolds which assemble proteins [118] .
We have already discussed one kind of RNA based switche, the riboswitche, above. Another approach is switches based on an engineered riboregulator, which enable post-transcriptional control of gene expression [119] . This riboregulator is constructed such that a small sequence, complementary to the ribosome binding site (RBS), is inserted downstream from a promoter and upstream from the RBS. After transcription a stem loop is formed at the 5' end of the mRNA, which blocks ribosome docking and translation. This mRNA can be targeted by another non-coding RNA and undergo a linear-loop interaction, that expose the obstructed RBS and thus activates expression. Interestingly, this kind of artificial riboregulator have been used to build a genetic switchboard that independently controls the expression of multiple genes in parallel [120] .
As mentioned above, it is possible to engineer Boolean logic based on RNAi. A tunable switch has been built based on a synthetic gene network that couples repressor proteins with a design involving shRNA ( Figure 3C ) [121] .
Although protein based switches, that do not comprise transcription factors, are not uncommon in nature, they have been so far not a major focus [18] .
A logic gate is an elementary building block of a digital circuit. These gates can have one or two inputs, but only one output. Inputs and output are of Boolean nature, thus they can be either true (1) or false (0). Different logic operators can be applied on the input. Basic types of logic gates are: AND, OR, NOT (inverter), XOR, NAND, NOR, and XNOR [101] [18] . These operators are the basis for different truth tables (Figure 4 ). We get a true output from the gate for the following case: AND -both inputs are true; OR -either or both inputs are true; NOT -(has only one input) if the input is false; XOR (either/or) -either input 1 or input 2 is true; NAND -(is an AND gate followed by a NOT gate) both inputs are false, or one is true; NOR (OR followed by NOT) -both inputs false; and XNOR (XOR followed by NOT) -both inputs are true or both are false. All other cases give a false output respectively. Over a period of about two decades DNA, RNA and protein based logic gates have been engineered and classified [122] . One such system had two inputs such as beta-D-thiogalactopyranoside and anhydrotetracycline (aTC) and a fluorescent protein as output [73] . In order to build such a logic system, a network plasmid was generated composed of a set of three transcription factor encoding genes (LacI, TetR, and lambda cI) and their corresponding promoters. The binding state of LacI and TetR can be changed with the input molecules. Moreover, the system consists of five additional promoters which can be regulated by the three transcription factors. Two of the promoters are repressed by LacI, one is repressed by TetR, and the remaining two are respectively positively or negatively regulated by lambda cI. Altogether, this results in 125 possible networks. Various GFP expressing systems can be formed using a combination of various promoters, input molecules and host strains e.g. E.coli. In such manner functional networks were formed with logic operations such as NOR, NOT, and NAND.
Another option to build a core machinery both in vivo and in vitro is by using DNA aptamers [130] [131]. Yoshida et al built an AND gate by fusing an adenosine-binding DNA aptamer and a thrombin-binding DNA aptamer [130] . Each aptamer binds to partially complementary fluorescence quencher-modified nucleotides, QDNA1 and 2 respectively. When the two inputs adenosine and thrombin are bound both QDNAs are released from the aptamers leading to increased fluorescence intensity. Other input combinations (0 + 0, 0 +1, and 1 +0), lead to the presence of zero or one QDNA and a weaker fluorescence. Similar, an OR gate can be created, if the positions of the fluorophore and QDNA are modified. Another study built an aptamer based nanorobot, which has an open and closed conformation [131] . DNA aptamer-based lock mechanism opens in response to binding of antigen keys. This lock functions as an AND gate, where the aptamer-antigen activation state serves as input, and the nanorobot conformation as output.
Hybridization can serve as another in vitro option for engineering a core machinery feasible for functioning in a logic based network [95] [132]. A two input logic gate of type AND, OR or NOT were constructed by using a branch-migration scheme with a mechanism built on strand recognition and strand replacement. Single stranded nucleic acids are input and output of such a scheme. The gate function is created by sequential base pairing triggered by toehold−toehold binding between single strands and subsequent breaks.
Moreover, in vitro deoxyribozyme-based (DNAzymes) logic gates have been engineered [127] [128] [133] . In order to engineer an AND gate, two different oligonucleotide inputs were hybridized with corresponding controlling elements [127] . This led to the cleavage of the substrate in the presence of both inputs and subsequent conformational change of controlling elements. A NOT and XOR gate was constructed in a similar fashion ( Figure 4B ).
Recently, a novel in vivo system, called transcriptor, has been used to build permanent amplifying AND, NAND, OR, XOR, NOR, and XNOR gates to control transcription rates ( Figure 4A ) [134] .
RNA based logic gates: The other major class of logic gates is RNA-based. The core machine can be based on RNA aptamer, a riboswitch, ribozymes, hybridization, amber suppressor tRNA, or an orthogonal ribosome [101] .
Culler et al demonstrated in vivo that it is possible to engineer an AND gate based on a β-catenin binding RNA aptamer [135] . This aptamer was inserted into the intron position, between a proteincoding exon and an alternatively spliced exon (Ex) containing a stop codon, followed by another intron, the next protein-coding exon and the herpes simplex virus-thymidine kinase (HSV-TK) gene whose product, in turn, is an activator of ganciclovir (GCV). Binding of β-catenin with the RNA aptamer led to mature mRNA which lacked Ex. This led to the expression of HSV-TK. If the alternatively spliced exon was not excluded from the mature mRNA, an early translation termination occurred. This resulted in the synthesis of a nonfunctional peptide. For the induction of apoptosis as output, both expression of HSV-TK and the presence of GCV are required. Another study from the same lab demonstrated the building of AND, NOR, NAND, or OR gates based on RNA aptamer as a core machine ( Figure 4C ) [88] .
We already discussed a simple riboswitch as a structure suitable to build logic. Sudarsan et al. reported a tandem riboswitch core machinery in vivo that facilitate more sophisticated control [136] .
They discovered in the 5' untranslated region of Bacillus clausii metE RNA two naturally occurring riboswitches. Both riboswitches bind independently to two different metabolites, one to Sadenosylmethionine (SAM) and the other to coenzyme B12 (AdoCbl). This binding induced the transcription termination of gene of interest through cis-acting corresponding riboswitches. Only in the absence of both inputs (not SAM and not AdoCbl) we get the full length transcript as output. All together this system functions as a two-input Boolean NOR logic gate.
Logic Furthermore, an AND gate has been engineered in vivo using an orthogonal (unnatural) ribosome / mRNA pair [94] . The inputs in this system are two orthogonal rRNAs, which limit the translation of two respective mRNAs. These mRNAs encode two fragments of beta-galactosidase, which's activity is the output of the system. Protein based logic gates: The third class are protein based logic gates, where a transactivator, an enzyme, chemically inducible dimerization (CID), a T7 RNA polymerase or a zink finger transcription factor can act as core machinery in a logic gate [101] [141]. . Dexamethasone-methotrexate input induced the dimerization of an activation domain, B42-glucocorticoid receptor chimera (B42-GR), and a DNA-binding domain, LexA-dihydrofolate reductase chimera (LexA-DHFR). Both B42-GR and LexA-DHFR expression is placed under the control of the GAL1 promoter. Thus galactose is required as second input in the system in order to form the ternary complex. This complex induces, as output of the system, acts as a transcriptional activator and stimulates the transcription of the output, a lacZ reporter gene.
Recently Shis et al. published another interesting option to build an AND gate [141] . A functional T7 RNA polymerase can be built from two fragments, whereas the larger T7 RNA polymerase fragment is encoded by a gene that responds to arabinose and the smaller fragment by a gene that responds to lactose. T7 RNA polymerase will be functional active in the presence of both inputs, arabinose and lactose.
OR, NOR, AND and NAND logic has been based on artificial Cys2-His2 zink finger (ZF) transcription factors as computing elements [75] . Input signals led to expression of corresponding ZFbased transcription factors, which acted on response promoters. An OR gate was constructed, which contained target sites for two different ZF activators [75] . BCR_ABL-1:GCN4 and erbB2:Jun activators were used as ZF-1 and ZF-2, respectively. AmCyan fluorescent protein output, measured by flow cytometry, was observed, when either or both inputs were present.
Cell to cell communication based logic gates: Logic systems built on gene expression regulation can be expanded to multicellular engineered networks [112] [143]. Different logic gates were carried in one study by different strains of E.coli, which communicate by quorum sensing (see above) ( Figure 4D) [112]. Input was aTC or arabinose. Colonies containing different gates were wired together via quorum molecules. Different combinations of colonies containing specific simple logic gates resulted in the construction of 16 twoinput Boolean logic gates. Different combinations of 2 input molecules such as NaCL, galactose, 17 beta-estradiol, doxycycline, galactose, or glucose were used in another study which builds a multicellular network based on gene expression regulation [143] . Finally, one might ask how many gates can be interconnected with the present technology in a circuit. A study by Privman et al. tried to determine this maximum number under optimal noise reduced conditions [144] . They concluded that under such conditions, logic gates can be concatenated for up to order 10 processing steps. Beyond that, it will be necessary to engineer novel systems for avoiding noise buildup.
A biomolecular I/O device is basically an engineered set of chemical reactions with input and output molecules with distinct concentrations, formalized as e.g for the case of a two input device: Figure 3A) .
In order to act in a digital manner, the concentrations need to be defined as distinguishable high or low, which can be translated to Boolean logic (low as 0 or of, and high as 1 or on) ( Figure 3B ). As we already discussed above, a variety of interesting devices have been constructed ( Figure 3C) [18] . Thus, to facilitate Boolean logic, thresholds of inputs and outputs must be well defined, which can be difficult to achieve in biological systems [18] . Depending on the kind of system this can this be concentrations, localization of biomolecules or enzyme activity [101] . A linear system can contribute to minimize retroactive effects; as such a system allows applying well defined control theory. Oishi et al tried to address these kinds of problems and tried to identify design principles for an ideal linear I/O system [145] . Their implementation of such an I/O systems was based on idealized chemical reactions, and on enzyme-free, entropy-driven DNA reactions. NOR is an OR gate followed by a NOT gate. Two subsequent RNA devices consist, is this case, each of three functional components: a sensor, made of an RNA aptamer (brown), an actuator component, made of a hammerhead ribozyme (purple), and a cobbling sequence between these parts, the transmitter (blue). Translation of the gene of interest (here GFP), encoded upstream of the device, is only possible in the case of the absence of both inputs (a and b). D) An inter cellular network based XOR gate: The system is built from four Escherichia coli colonies, whereas each colony consists of a strain engineered to contain a single gate. Three cell colonies (cell 1, 2, 3) containing NOR gates and a fourth (cell 4) a BUFFER gate (two subsequent NOT gates; if in = 0, so out = 0; or if in = 1, so out = 1). The cell colonies communicate through quorum sensing, which represent the "wires" of the system. If both inputs (a, b) are present, or if a and b are absent, the system has no output. If either a or b is present, yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) is expressed.
The arithmetic logic unit performs two classes of operations: arithmetic and logic. Both have been engineered in biological systems.
Biological computers have shown t no be able to execute simple arithmetic such as addition and subtraction, as Ausländer et al have demonstrated by a combinatorial assembly of chemically inducible transactivator-based logic gates [74] . Moreover, it has been shown that more complex arithmetic is achievable. A combination of several DNA hybridization based logic gates make it e.g. possible to calculate the integer part of a square root of a four-bit binary number [132] [146].
Logic can be built, as discussed by means of logic gates (Figure 4) [86] . A molecular automaton was engineered, which was able to play a game which covers all possible responses to two consecutive sets of four inputs [147] . Moreover, a deoxyribozyme-based automation is able to play a complete game of tic-tac-toe [133] . A device based on DNA recombination was able to solve a sorting problem, where a stack of distinct objects needed to be placed into a certain order and orientation using a minimal number of manipulations [47] . A Each letter provides the instruction to the machine into which state (S1, or S0) it should move; here a means move to state state 0 (S0) and b codes the instruction move to state 1 (S1). The final state of the machine in this example is thus S1. B) Molecular implementation of a final state machine. The upper part of the figure contains the definitions for this machine: The symbols a, b, and t (terminator) are implemented as a sequence of six specific nucleotides. The state (S1 or S0) of the machine is defined by a 5' overhang (generated during the computing process, see below) consisting of 4 specific nucleotides (inside the frames). The terminator defines the final symbol read. The machine consists of an input molecule, a transition molecule, an output detector and two enzymes Fokl and ligase. The input molecule consist of a Fokl recognition site (F), a spacer x (a certain defined number of nucleotides), a nucleotide sequence defining a and b, a sequence with the remaining symbols (rem = n numbers of a and b in a defined order) and the terminator sequence (t). Fokl is a restriction endonuclease which can bind to F. It cleaves the DNA (without further sequence specificity) on the sense strand 9 nucleotides downstream and the anti-sense strand 13 nucleotides upstream of the nearest nucleotide of the recognition site. Thus the space x defines where Fokl is cutting. The cleavage of the input molecule results in the first intermediate state (S0), an 5' overhang, reading a. Ligase ligate this product with the transition molecule. This transition molecule determinates the transition between the states, in this example: if a is read, move from S0 to S0. Other transition molecules can be generated defining all the other possible transition rules. These molecules are designed such that the 4 bases long 3' overhang reads the symbol, the spacer x defines the cutting point of Fokl 1 and the state the machine will transit to (here S0). The input molecule and the transition molecule get ligated. A new digestion with Fokl leaves an 5' overhang representing S0 and a reading b. This cycle continues until all remaining symbols (rem) are read and state transitions are executed. The last digestion leaves a 5' overhang with a terminator sequence defining the final state, in general either S0 or S1 (in this example S0). The molecule in its final state, gets ligated to an output detector, engineered to recognize either state 0 or 1. This forms an output-reporting molecule, which can be detected by gel electrophoresis. molecular algorithm based on ribonuclease digestion to manipulate strands of a 10-bit binary RNA library has been used to address the so called "Knight problem" which asks what configurations of knights in a chess game can one place on a 3 x 3 chess board such that no knight is attacking any other knight on the board [86] . Moreover, DNA hybridization based logic has been used to implement simple logic programs [148] . This logic system consisted of molecular representations of facts such as Man(Socrates) and rules such as Mortal(X) <--Man(X) (Every Man is Mortal). The system was able to answer molecular queries such as Mortal(Socrates)? (Is Socrates Mortal?) and Mortal(X)? (Who is Mortal?).
A state machine is a theoretic mathematical model, which helps to understand what is going on in the central processing unit of a computer, and which can be experimentally implemented ( Figure 5A )
State is defined as all the stored information, at a given point in time, to which the circuit or program has access. The output of a circuit or program is determined by its input and states. The simplest form of such a state machine is called finite state machine (or finite state automata). In simple terms, this machine contains a tape with symbols a and b. The tape can move in one direction and the machine can read the symbol on the tape. The machine changes its state due to the letter it reads. A string transducer is a state machine that also can write symbols and a Turing machine can in addition move from left to right [151] .
State [153] . The present state is encoded by the 3'-end sequence of a single-stranded DNA molecule. The template strand (rule) enclosed a binding site for the 3-end of the DNA molecule and the extension template. State transition occurred, if the current state is annealed onto an appropriate portion of DNA encoding the transition rules and the next state was copied to the 3'-end by extension with polymerase. The extension template represents the new state.
The first experimental implementation of a finite state machine, comprising DNA and DNA-manipulating enzymes, was published by Benenson et al. in 2001 (Figure 5B) [154] [18]. Similar to the concept developed by Benenson et al. several finite state machine were later developed in which the transitions were executed by autonomous biochemical steps based on DNA sticky end recognition, ligation and digestion [40] [156]. This system was expanded by Adar et al. to allow stochastic computing. The core of this form of computing is the choice between alternative computing paths (biochemical pathways), each with a prescribed probability, which were programmed by the relative molar concentrations of the software molecules coding for the alternatives [155] . Another finite state machine based on DNA aptamer generated different configurations (outputs) in response to a set of two different groups' chemical inputs [157] . Moreover, by using molecular finite state machines simultaneously with fluorochrome labeled DNA it was possible to distinguish between two distinct images encrypted onto a DNA chip [158].
DNA's biological role is to encode huge amounts of data, theoretically up to two bits per nucleotide or 455 exabytes per gram of ssDNA [43] . It has been recently shown, that it is possible to encode arbitrary digital information in DNA, e.g. an html-coded draft of a book that included 53,426 words, 11 JPG images and 1 JavaScript program into a 5.27 megabit bitstream [43] . The oligonucleotides library was engineered by utilizing next-generation DNA synthesis techniques. In order to read the encoded book, the library was amplified by PCR and subsequent sequenced. A similar study encoded computer files totalling 739 kilobytes into a DNA code [44] .
Another important feature of DNA is the relatively permanence of the storage. Even after the cells die, one might be able to recover information from the DNA. These storage abilities make DNA suitable as core machinery for engineered memory devices.
Several Figure 6A ) [41] .
Another study engineered an integrated logic and memory device, where the memory raised from the ability of recombinases to 'write' information in DNA [45] .
One of the major goals in the field of biocomputing is to engineer in vivo a general form of state machine. This requires the ability to erase a symbol from the band of the machine and write a new symbol, thus to reversibly write information. Bonnet et al. built in vivo a rewritable recombinase addressable data module that stored data within a DNA sequence ( Figure 6B ) [42] .
Wires in silicon microprocessors are made from solid state metals, whereas wires in biocomputers, in the systems engineered so far, consist of signaling molecules, such as regulatory proteins. This has been theoretically proposed by Sugita, as we have already discussed, and later executed in many systems. The quorum sensing system we mentioned above is one of many examples [112] . In this concrete case are the quorum sensing molecules are used as wires between different logic gates ( Figure 4D ).
Potential applications of biological computers
Biological computers possess some distinct advantages over silicon computers [17] [18] [39] . These systems can self-assemble and selfreproduce, which might provide some economic advantages. Moreover, cells can be engineered to sense and respond to environmental signals, even under extreme conditions such as high temperature, high pressure, radioactivity or toxic chemicals. Biological systems have the ability to adapt to new information from a changed environment.
The ultimate goals of biocomputing are the monitoring and control of biological systems [18] .
Biological systems need to be monitored in respect to disease diagnostic, to drug screening, to understand experimental systems, and to observe the environment [18] .
In line with this, a biocomputer has been utilized to detect multiple disease indicators, such as mRNA of disease-related genes associated with small-cell lung cancer and prostate cancer [160] [161]. Moreover, they can be used in experimental models, such as conditional transgenes or inducible expression systems [162] . Environmental monitoring is another interesting application. A cell based biosensor using logic gates has been used to detect arsenic, mercury and copper ion levels [163] .
The biological microprocessor
Biocomputers can potentially be used to control development, cell differentiation and re-programming, as all these processes depend on gene regulatory networks [18] [164] . Another application area is tissue engineering and tissue regeneration [165] . Metabolic engineering has the potential to produce from simple, inexpensive starting materials a large number of chemicals that are currently derived from nonrenewable resources or limited natural resources [166] . The metabolic flux can potentially be controlled by a biocomputer [120] . Interesting might also be to control the immune system by a biocomputer, e.g. in transplantation medicine [167] . An important application area is the control of malign growth. [125] . A biocomputer with a context-sensing mechanism, which can simultaneously sense different types of molecules, has been engineered [161] . In the future it might be used to detect a broad range of molecular disease symptoms, and react with the release of a drug molecule suitable for the treatment of the specific condition. In line with this concept a programmable NOR-based device has been developed capable of differentiating between prokaryotic cell strains based on their unique expression profile [125] .
Summary and outlook
Two decades have passed since the landmark paper of Adelman [35] . A major game changer has been the advance of synthetic biology, with novel concepts for bioengineering strongly based on systems theory. This led to trials for identifying, characterizing and Figure 6 . Memory: A) Shown is a simplified diagram of a modular memory device, which is a transcriptionally controlled network composed of two transcription factor encoding genes, a sensor gene and a positive (+) auto feedback gene (P-GAL = GAL 1/10 promoter, P-CYC = CYC 1 promoter, DNA BD = sequence encoding a DNA binding domain of the respective transcription factor). The network can be in three states, off, on and memory. The system is in of state, if it has never been exposed to a signal (here galactose). It is on, if galactose is present. In this case the signal induces the synthesis of a transcription factor, the sensor. This triggers the expression of another transcription factor able to bind to its own promoter. The system is in memory state, if the signal is removed. The auto feedback activator is able to initiate its own expression even if the inducing signal is lacking, which means that the system has stored information. B) A rewritable recombinase addressable data module, able to store data within a DNA sequence (simplified adaption from [42] ): Serine integrase and excisionase are used to invert and restore specific DNA sequences. The system has two potential inputs; a set and a reset transcription signal. This set signal drives expression of integrase which inverts a DNA element, functioning as a genetic data register. Flipping the register converts the flanking sites (triangle). The system is now in state 1 (S1). Alternatively a reset signal drives integrase and excisionase expression and restores register orientation and the flanking sites. The system is in its other state (S0). The register comprises a promoter, which is driving state dependent, strand-specific transcription of either red or green fluorescent protein, the two possible outputs of the system. standardizing biological parts useful for a general purpose computer. Major advances have been made in areas such as engineering of switches and logic gates, letting the dream of engineering a general Turing machine come close to reality. This dream is finally about our human superiority and rule over nature, making biocomputers one of the really exiting challenges in contemporary science, both in respect to engineering and ethics. We still face a couple of challenges before we will see biocomputers in our daily environment.
Novel concepts for Turing machines have been suggested, such as a deoxyribozyme based molecular walker, as this kind of machines have the ability to read and transform secondary cues [168] . However, the general Turing machine requires the ability of erasing and writing of symbols. Recently, major advantages have been made in respect to genome wide codon replacement in vivo by applying multiplex automated genome engineering technology [169] . This technology provides novel opportunities to implement a general Turing paradigm.
On this road we need to clarify whether the digital paradigm is in fact the best approach to molecular computing. Moreover, the engineering of standardized reusable modules has been a major objective of synthetic biology. Signals are physically separated in microelectronics, contributing to standardization. Many biological devices, engineered so far, lack this signal separation, thus limiting the engineering of standardized, reusable modules [173] . Limitations towards this goal are due to circuit unpredictability, incompatible parts or random fluctuations. Moreover, wiring multiple logic gates is often difficult to implement reliably within mono cellular systems, as connections need to be implemented by a different molecule. One could potentially avoid this by using multiple cells in biological computer following the distributed computing paradigm of silicon computer, where a distributed system consists of multiple computers that communicate through a computer network [112] [143]. These multi cellular systems, as we discussed above, allows the output signal to be distributed among different cell types, which can be combined in multiple, reusable and scalable ways. Regot et al. demonstrated in yeast that these systems can reduces wiring constraints, which allowed the building of more complex synthetic devices, as they were able to implement many logic functions by using just a few engineered cells. [143] . In any case, we are still far from a general purpose computer, as also these kinds of systems will still be engineered with specific functions in mind.
Another area of focus might be processing speed, in general a critical factor for all forms of computation. Systems running on biological gates are relatively slow compared with silicon computers. The activation time both of biological logic devices systems ranges from seconds, as the CID system, to days as some transactivators and RNA aptamer [101] . In between do we have cell free logic devices which act in a time scale of minutes (protein enzyme, ribozyme) to hours (e.g. deoxyribozyme and branch migration). The cell based logic devices mainly have a typical activation time in the range of hours (e.g. miRNA, network plasmids, riboswitch, RNA aptamer, ribozyme, assembled RNA, intercellular networks, amber suppressor tRNA). The invention of other very rapid acting systems such as the CID system might be desirable. One might be able to take advantage of the fact that many cellular functions happen in parallel. Thus parallel computing paradigm might provide an interesting engineering paradigm. Moreover, optimization of individual components will increase processing speed [174] .
Silicon computers have been a fruitful inspiration for the engineering of computing systems from biological materials. These engineered biological computers have some advantages over the silicon counterpart, as they can potentially self-organize and self-replicate. This has the potential to reduce engineering costs and efforts. However, the overall capabilities of today's artificial engineered biological computers are still premature in many aspects in comparison to the silicon based one. We have already discussed some of the technical reasons behind this, such as the limitations for building complex systems. We have seen, that today's logic gates can only be concentrated for up to order 10 processing steps [144] . We have discussed the problems of long processing time. The logic problems solved so far by biological computers are impressive, but also demonstrate the inferiority of such systems in comparison with their silicon counterparts, as they are still of relatively simple nature [35] [47] [86] [133] [147] . These problems are both due to the novelty of the field, but also, as we have seen, to system specific properties of the biological matter. As discussed, biochemical reactions have by nature often long reaction times [174] . The input and output signals are of analog and not digital nature [18] . Biochemical reactions are often in solution and not in all cases compartmentalized, which results, as discussed, in the lack of signal separation [173] . Novel compartmentalization concepts, organizing signal transduction by eg binding mediators to a scaffold, might further contribute to signal separation [118] . Although some solutions have been discussed above, these kinds of inert material properties might define the natural limitations for the engineering of biological computers. One might consider, a change in the computing paradigm applied, in order to engineer more in coherence with these material properties. The analog computer paradigm, which uses continuous values, might be interesting in this respect. Daniel et al have recently published a paper exploring analog computing in living cells [175] . They demonstrate that synthetic analog gene circuits can be engineered to execute sophistical computational functions in living cells. Moreover, further improvement might be possible to advancements in biological engineering. Standardized parts are, as discussed, the fundament, further engineering can build on [30] [31] [32] . Much of the work necessary is in line with standard quality insurance in biological experiments such as system stability and consistency under different conditions, system quantification, and identification of system imperfections [18] . Examples of such experimental problems are: systems might be unstable due to transient transfections. Moreover, cell populations might be not homogenous due to heterogeneity of gene copies, rate constants and stochastic effects. Furthermore, system measurements are potentially difficult in respect to measuring intracellular input levels. Once experimental advances are made towards standardized and well defined parts, one of the major next engineering steps will be to combine the different units of the biological microprocessor to one complex system. A challenge will be the spatial organization of such a complex system. Novel artificial scaffold systems might be necessary to develop for this purpose. Efficient manufacture methods might also be required. The emerging field of 3-D printing might provide novel ways for system engineering. Further advancements in engineering of biological control units might be necessary for powerful integrated systems. Altogether, this will push biological systems closer to the level of complexity and problem solving power of silicon computers. Such an integrated system will have much more computing power and advances the problem solving capability. Evidence for the potential of the potential computing
The biological microprocessor power of a biological system is provided by the capabilities of nature's most powerful biological computer, the human brain.
Novel areas for development are on the horizon. Hybrids of electronic semiconductor and biological machines might be interesting to explore; playing on the initial discussed feedback loop between biology inspired engineering and engineering inspired biology [176] [177]. Some interesting research is going on in this area both in academic labs and in industry. Several [184] . This system controls DNA translocation through the nanopore. It is composed of a metal/dielectric/metal/dielectric/metal multilayer nano-structure built into the membrane that contains the nanopore. The function of this system is based on the interaction of discrete charges along the backbone of a DNA molecule with the modulated electric field to trap DNA in the nanopore with single-base resolution. DNA might be moved through the nanopore at a rate of one nucleotide per cycle. This could lead among other to a nanoporebased reading device.
Finally, as the young field of synthetic biology and systems biology most likely will further advance in the years to come, so will biocomputing. A biological microprocessor, an implication of a general Turing machine is on the horizon.
